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Getting a Fortinet NSE 8 Written Exam (NSE8_811) NSE8_811 certification is important in today’s
competitive market as it proves commitment to your career and professional growth. The Fortinet
NSE8_811 certification brings many advantages with it including increased income and position in
your company. You have to work hard to take Fortinet Network Security Expert NSE8_811
certification and learn new technologies. So, earning Fortinet NSE 8 NSE8_811 certification not just
gives you a chance to learn new skills, but also to level up in your profession. In order to earn
Fortinet  NSE 8 Written Exam (NSE8_811)  NSE8_811 certification,  you have to  prepare  for  it
thoroughly. Bobby Ansar said ‘Success is where preparation and opportunity meet’ so, once you
have registered for the Fortinet NSE8_811 exam, you should start preparing well  for it.  Being
successful on the Fortinet Network Security Expert NSE8_811 exam involves proper preparation
and utilization of the available study resources. There is preparation software by CertsFire that gives
you exam guidance and equips you with sufficient knowledge to sit for the Fortinet NSE 8 NSE8_811
exam. The software by CertsFire also comes with study material and a mock test to acquaint you
with the Fortinet NSE8_811 Questions and environment. Basically, the software by CertsFire can
provide you with every necessary information about the Fortinet NSE 8 Written Exam (NSE8_811)
NSE8_811 certification exam.

Get Fortinet NSE8_811 Exam Questions in 3 Formats:
You can attempt the Fortinet Exam Questions in three different ways on the desktop, on the web,
and on the mobile in form of a pdf. Candidates can simply install the desktop version of the Fortinet
Network Security Expert NSE8_811 practice test software by CertsFire on their system and attempt
the Fortinet NSE 8 NSE8_811 practice exam on it without the internet. Candidates can also use the
Fortinet  NSE  8  Written  Exam (NSE8_811)  NSE8_811  practice  software  by  CertsFire  on  web
browsers  like  Chrome,  IE,  Firefox,  Opera,  and  Safari  to  take  the  exam online.  Our  Fortinet
NSE8_811 practice exam software will open on all operating systems like Mac, Linux, IOS, Android,
and  Windows.  You  can  access  the  Fortinet  Network  Security  Expert  NSE8_811  practice  test
software by CertsFire on the web without the need for any special plugins. The PDF format of the
Fortinet NSE 8 Written Exam (NSE8_811) NSE8_811 exam dumps by CertsFire is useful for
those who want to take the exam on mobile devices and tablets. This format can be printed easily
and accessed from anywhere. Our Fortinet NSE 8 NSE8_811 exam questions and answers get
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updated if the course syllabus changes at any time.

Start Preparation for Fortinet NSE8_811 Exam with Real Questions:

Attempting a mock test by CertsFire is one way to start your preparation for the Fortinet NSE 8
Written Exam (NSE8_811) NSE8_811 exam dumps. The mock test available on the preparation
software creates by real Fortinet NSE8_811 exam scenarios for users. Candidates can customize the
Fortinet Network Security Expert NSE8_811 questions and time to attempt the Fortinet NSE 8
NSE8_811 practice exam by CertsFire according to their convenience. By attempting the Fortinet
NSE 8 Written Exam (NSE8_811) NSE8_811 exam, you can find out the testing procedure of the
exam and feel more comfortable and confident on the test day. Our Fortinet NSE8_811 exam dumps
also allow them to understand their weaknesses and work on them. Taking Fortinet Network
Security Expert NSE8_811 certification is time-consuming, stressful, and an expensive affair. So,
our  Fortinet  NSE  8  NSE8_811  exam questions  evaluate  in  advance  and  prove  beneficial  for
candidates. Our Fortinet NSE 8 Written Exam (NSE8_811) NSE8_811 exam dumps will keep the
stress away and allow candidates to perform at their best. There are many reports and learning
modes for the Fortinet NSE8_811 exam to help you evaluate your skill level.

Get Fortinet NSE8_811 Exam Questions and Improve Your Preparation:

So, having a Fortinet Network Security Expert NSE8_811 practice exam software by CertsFire helps
candidates face several difficulties when preparing for Fortinet NSE 8 NSE8_811 certification. So, if
you use our Fortinet NSE 8 Written Exam (NSE8_811) NSE8_811 practice test software, it makes
your preparation a bit  easier.  The learning plan made by CertsFire gives the candidates some
important  strategies for  Fortinet  NSE8_811 exam preparation.  By taking the Fortinet  Network
Security Expert NSE8_811 dumps by CertsFire you are aware of everything that’s upcoming on the
actual exam day. Thus, helping you in passing the Fortinet NSE 8 NSE8_811 exam successfully. If
you  do  not  get  through  the  Fortinet  NSE 8  Written  Exam (NSE8_811)  NSE8_811  exam
questions by using the software by CertsFire, it is guaranteed that you can get your money back.
Candidates can even try the demo version of the Fortinet NSE8_811 exam dumps. The Fortinet
Network Security Expert NSE8_811 exam questions give you further insights and tips to take the
Fortinet NSE 8 NSE8_811 certification. Don’t just make an attempt; make a successful attempt at
the  Fortinet  NSE  8  Written  Exam (NSE8_811)  NSE8_811  practice  exam with  the  best  exam
simulator  out  there.  Our  Fortinet  NSE8_811  exam dumps  can  be  downloaded  right  after  the
purchase. And in case you face any problems with the software by CertsFire, there is a product
support team to help you.
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Question No. 1

Refer to the exhibit.

Click the Exhibit button.

A FortiGate with the default configuration is deployed between two IP phones. FortiGate receives
the INVITE request shown in the exhibit form Phone A (internal)to Phone B (external). Which two
actions are taken by the FortiGate after the packet is received? (Choose two.)

A. A pinhole will be opened to accept traffic sent to FortiGate's WAN IP address and ports
49169 and 49170.
B. a pinhole will be opened to accept traffic sent to FortiGate's WAN IP address and ports
49l70 and 49171.
C. The phone A IP address will be translated lo the WAN IP address in all INVITE header fields
and the m: field of the SDP statement.
D. The phone A IP address will be translated for the WAN IP address in all INVITE header
fields and the SDP statement remains intact.

Answer: B, C

Question No. 2

Click the Exhibit button.



A customer has just finished their Azure deployment to secure a Web application behind a FortiGate
and a FortiWeb. Now they want to add components to protect against advanced threats (zero day
attacks), centrally manage the entire environment, and centrally monitor Fortinet and non-Fortinet
products.

Which Fortinet solutions will satisfy these requirements?

A. Use FotiAnalyzer lor monitor in Azure, FortiSlEM for managemnet, and FortiSandbox for
zero day attacks on their local network.
B. Use Fortianalyzer for monitor Azure, FortiSiEM for management, and FortiGate has zero
day attacks on their local network.
C. Use FortiManager for management in Azure, FortSIEM for monitoring and FcrtiSandbox for
zero day attacks on their local network.
D. Use FortiSIEM for management Azure, FortiManager for management, and FortrGate for
zero day attacks on their local network.

Answer: C

Question No. 3

You configure an outgoing firewall policy with a web filter for accessing the internet. The access to
URL https// itacm.co and web belonging to the same category should be blocked. You notice that the
Web server presents a certificate with CN=www acme.com. The www.it.acme site is as '' information
Technology and the www.acme.com site is categorized as ''Business".

Which statements is correct in this scenario?

A. Category "information Technology" needs to blocked, the FortiGate is able to inspection the
URL with HTTPS sessions.
B. Category "Business" need a to be block: the certificate name takes precedence over the
SNI.



C. SSL inspection must be configured to deep-inspection: the category "information
Technology "needs to be blocked.
D. Category :information Technology" needs to be blocked, the SNI takes precedence over the
certificate name.

Answer: D

Question No. 4

You deploy a FortiGate device in a remote office based on the requirements shown below.

-- Due to company's security policy, management IP of your FortiGate is not allowed to access the
Internet.

-- Apply Web Filtering, Antivirus, IPS and Application control to the protected subnet.

-- Be managed by a central FortiManager in the head office.

Which action will help to achieve the requirements?

A. Configure a default route and make sure that the FortiGate device can pmg to service
fortiguard net.
B. Configure the FortiGuard override server and use the IP address of the FortiManager
C. Configure the FortiGuard override server and use the IP address of service, fortiguard net.
D. Configure FortiGate to use FortiGuard Filtering Port 8888.

Answer: B

Question No. 5

Refer to the Exhibit button.

You need to run a script in FortiManager against managed FortiGate devices in your organization to
install a configuration for a new static route. Which two scripts will successfully configure the static
route on the managed device? (Choose two.)



A. Script 1
B. Script 2
C. Script 3
D. Script 4

Answer: B, C
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